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flashing is the process of reprogramming the firmware of a
device, usually by erasing the previous firmware from the rom

of a device and replacing it with a new firmware. once
reprogrammed the device can be used as intended. flashing
may be done using the device's own programming interface,
such as a jtag interface, or it may be performed using special

equipment designed to do the job, such as a soldering iron and
programming hardware. or, it may be performed using

firmware written for use with a development system, such as a
linux-based development system. recently, a russian security

firm (rude panda) published a detailed report of a remote
firmware update for a zte mf90 router. the firmware, which can

be found here, is being sold on a black market and is being
used to perform a variety of attacks including modifying the

firmware of all zte routers. aaaah, and this is a 100%
confirmed fact. my router did have a problem where the wifi
was slow as hell, even under normal circumstances. i tried

both, factory and ota firmware, no difference. however, after a
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couple of times, my friend tried to connect to my wifi and he
wasn't able to connect, so i checked the wifi settings and

found out that the password had changed. i was able to find
the password by pinging my router, using wireshark, etc. but
there was no possibility to change the password. so i tried to
reset the router, but that only seemed to reset the time and
some other settings, but the issue remained. this is where i
found out that the password has changed. however, i didn't
just stop here. i tried to download a new firmware file from

rude panda's site and updated it. and bam! my router works
like a charm now! no more slow wifi, also the ap isolation

mode doesn't seem to be a problem anymore!
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